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a b s t r a c t

To compare the performance of the reference scaled average bioequivalence (scABER) method proposed by
FDA scientists [Haidar et al., 2008. Pharm. Res. 25, 237–241] with other approaches focusing on the human
exposure expressed as the product sample size × periods of drug administration. Simulated bioequivalence
studies were generated assuming the partial replicate 3-way crossover design and the classic (2 × 2)
crossover design. Intrasubject variability (CVW) values ranged from 15% to 60% and sample sizes from 16
to 54. The procedures examined include: the scABER method, the classic 0.80–1.25 approach, a levelling-
off scaled BE limit (BELscW), and some other scaled bioequivalence limits. To assess the performance of
the aforementioned approaches, the typical as well as novel three-dimensional modified power curves
were constructed. A new index, termed %Mean Relative Difference (MRD%), was introduced in order
to quantitatively compare the performance of the bioequivalence limits. The recently proposed scABER
evelling-off limits
eplicate design

approach showed the lowest producer risk in particular for highly variable drugs. When exposure was
taken into account scABER resulted in a desired behaviour when CVW was low. For high CVW values the
overall performance diminished when geometric mean ratio (GMR) substantially deviated from unity.
Application of the MRD% index clearly revealed that the effect of lowering the producer risk at GMR = 1 was
totally counterbalanced by the rise of consumer risk at high GMR values. The classic 0.80–1.25 limits were
favoured at low intrasubject variability and high exposure, whereas the levelling-off limits demonstrated
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. Introduction
The term “Bioequivalence” (BE) refers to the absence of a signif-
cant difference in the rate and extent to which the active moiety of
rug products becomes available at the site action when adminis-
ered at the same molar dose and under similar conditions (FDA,

Abbreviations: BE, Bioequivalence; BEL, the classic 0.80–1.25 bioequivalence
imits; BELsc, scaled bioequivalence limits; BELr, the classic 0.80–1.25 bioequiv-
lence limits applied to replicate designs; BELscC, bioequivalence limits using
oncomitantly a point GMR constrain; BELscM, mixed scaled bioequivalence lim-
ts; BELscW, levelling-off scaled bioequivalence limits using a Weibull function;
ELscWR, levelling-off scaled bioequivalence limits applied to replicate designs;
V0, switching variability value; CVW, intrasubject variability; CVWR, intrasubject
ariability of the reference product, GMR, geometric mean ratio of the bioavail-
bility measures; GMR0, true geometric mean ratio; HVD, highly variable drug;
RD%, Mean Relative Difference; N, sample size; R, reference drug product; scABER,

eference scaled average bioequivalence limits; scABERc, reference scaled average
ioequivalence limits adjusted for continuity at the switching variability value; sW0,
egulatory standardized variation; sWR, intrasubject variability of the R product (of
he log-transformed data); T, test drug product.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +30 210 2610175.

E-mail address: vkaralis@pharm.uoa.gr (V. Karalis).
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when variability was high and exposure was limited.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

003). Classically, determination of BE relies on the application of
wo-period, two-treatment crossover studies (EMEA, 2001; FDA,
001). Based on the concept of average bioequivalence two drug
roducts are considered bioequivalent if the 90% confidence inter-
al around their mean relative bioavailability is between preset
imits (usually 0.80–1.25). However, determination of bioequiva-
ence in case of highly variable drugs (HVD) is a difficult issue

hich has been recognized and discussed for a long time (Blume
nd Midha, 1993; Midha et al., 2007). A drug is considered to be
ighly variable when exhibits intrasubject variability (CVW) greater
r equal to 30%. The consequences of high CVW on BE assessment
ave been highlighted in the past (Blume et al., 1995a,b; Blume and
idha, 1993; Shah et al., 1996).
Over the last years, several methods have been introduced to

esolve the problem of high intrasubject variability in BE stud-
es. In practice, a large number of subjects is recruited in the BE
tudy in order to counterbalance the large variability and achieve

he required statistical power. However, many concerns are raised
hen a large number of subjects are exposed to drugs (Benet, 1995).

n order to face-off this drawback other methods, such as the widen-
ng of the BE limits to preset constant values such as 0.75–1.33
EMEA, 2001; Blume et al., 1995a,b; Tothfalusi et al., 2003) or

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09280987
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ejps
mailto:vkaralis@pharm.uoa.gr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejps.2009.05.013
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he use of steady-state studies have been proposed (Blume et al.,
995a,b).

For highly variable drugs, Boddy et al. (1995) introduced a
ethod for expanding the BE limits in proportion to CVW. Other

caled procedures have also been proposed which include the
pplication of a “mixed” criterion and a “constraint” on geometric
ean ratio (GMR) (Tothfalusi and Endrenyi, 2003; Tothfalusi et al.,

003). According to the mixed method (Tothfalusi and Endrenyi,
003) the classic average BE approach should be applied up to a
switching” variability value (CV0) value, while scaled BE limits
hould be used if CVW exceeds CV0. The “constrained” approach
Tothfalusi et al., 2003) arises from the finding that large differ-
nces between the means can be observed if the scaled BE limits
re solely applied. This approach suggests the use of scaled BE limits
nd apply concomitantly an additional regulatory criterion which
onstrains the point estimate of GMR in the range 0.80–1.25.

More recently, other modified scaled BE limits approaches have
een introduced. These approaches incorporate both scaling with

ntrasubject variability and a GMR constraint into a single criterion
Karalis et al., 2004, 2005; Kytariolos et al., 2006). The advantages
f these approaches can be attributed to their continuous nature
s well as the levelling-off ability, i.e., to scale until a maximum
plateau” value. Finally, an approach proposed to resolve the prob-
em of high CVW and concomitantly reduce the total number of
ubjects was the use of replicate designs namely, designs where
ach subject receives the same treatment more than once (Blume
t al., 1995a,b; FDA, 2001; Shah et al., 1996).

From a regulatory point view, special effort has been placed on
esolving the issue of high variability in BE assessment during the
ast years. The European medicine evaluation agency (EMEA) issued

concept paper in 2006 seeking for possible solutions (EMEA,
006). In the United States, this issue was discussed in several work-
hops. Very recently, FDA scientists published an article describing
heir current views on this topic (Haidar et al., 2008). Aiming at
educing the exposure of humans to the drugs during the clinical
rials, a partial replicate design was proposed which allows the
etermination of intrasubject variability of the reference (CVWR)
roduct. According to the proposed design the reference (R) prod-
ct should be administered twice in each subject, while the test
T) product only once. Additionally, a composite scaling procedure
as proposed. For CVWR values greater than a preset variability

ut-off point, a scaled with CVWR average BE criterion (scABER) is
pplied together with a point-estimate constraint imposed on the
MR between the test and reference products. The recently pro-
osed scABER approach (Haidar et al., 2008) aims at increasing the
tatistical power of the BE study and concomitantly constrain the
umans’ exposure to drugs by reducing sample size.

However, the issue of exposure is not only related to the num-
er of subjects enrolled in the study but also to the total human
xposure to drugs which can be expressed as the product sample
ize × periods. Aim of this manuscript is to compare the performance
f the scABER method (Haidar et al., 2008) with other approaches
lacing special emphasis on human exposure. Conclusions regard-

ng the suitability of an approach will be gathered after adjusting
he same exposure among the methods under evaluation.

. Background-theory

.1. Traditional method: average bioequivalence—classic BE limits
Traditionally, determination of average bioequivalence of two
rug products is based on the comparison of the arithmetic
eans of a logarithmically transformed metric such as ln(AUC)

nd ln(Cmax). Two drug products are considered bioequivalent if
he 90% confidence interval (CI) for the difference of their logarith-
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2
a
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ic means is between preset limits (�) imposed by the regulatory
uthorities (Schuirmann, 1987; FDA, 2001; EMEA, 2001). Typically,
he value of � is set equal to � = ln(1.25). For the classic two-period,
wo-treatment, crossover design the upper/lower limits of the 90%
I are given by Eq. (1):

pper/Lower 90% CI = exp

[
(�T − �R) ± t0.05 · Sres

√
2
N

]
(1)

here t0.05 is the Student criterion for 5% significance level, N is the
umber of subjects participating in the BE study, while �T and �R

efer to the logarithmic mean of BE measure of the test (T) and ref-
rence (R) product, respectively. The term Sres refers to the residual
ariability calculated from ANOVA and is assumed to express the
ntrasubject variability. Obviously, as Sres increases it becomes more
ifficult to declare bioequivalence unless a large number of subjects

s used in the study.

.2. Scaled BE limits–scaled average BE

The scaled bioequivalence limits were introduced in order to
esolve the problem of high producer risk for highly variable drugs
Boddy et al., 1995). The basic feature of scaled BE limits is their
radual expansion with intrasubject variability (Boddy et al., 1995;
idha et al., 1998; Tothfalusi and Endrenyi, 2003). Scaled BE lim-

ts are calculated as a fixed multiple (k) of intrasubject variability
Boddy et al., 1995; Midha et al., 1998):

ELsc = exp(k · Sres) (2)

here BELsc corresponds to the upper BE limit.
“Mixed” scaled method represents a variant of scaled BE limits

Tothfalusi and Endrenyi, 2003). According to the mixed method,
he classic 0.80–1.25 limits should be used until a preset “switch-
ng” variability (CV0) value. For CVW values exceeding CV0 scaled
E limits should be used. However, the major drawback of all these
caled BE limits arises from the fact that scaled BE limits increase
ontinuously with intrasubject variability allowing drug products
ith large differences in their mean values to be declared bioe-

uivalent. In an effort to solve this problem the incorporation of a
econdary criterion on GMR values was proposed in order to con-
ne the GMR ratio between a lower (0.80) and a maximum value
1.25) (Tothfalusi et al., 2003).

The key point of the classic definition of average BE relies on
he fact that two fixed values (0.80 and 1.25) are assigned to BE
imits. Based on this observation, novel scaled BE limits were pro-
osed which increase with intrasubject variability but only until
maximum GMR-dependent plateau value (Karalis et al., 2004,

005). In addition, more simple “levelling-off” limits were pro-
osed which do not include a GMR-related factor (Kytariolos et al.,
006). The basic feature of these BE limits can be ascribed to their
radual expansion which combines the performance of the classic
verage BE at low and moderate variability with the more permis-
ive behaviour of the expanded BE limits at high variability values.
he predominant features of flexibility, continuity and levelling-
ff properties make these BE limits suitable for the assessment of
ioequivalence irrespective of the level of variability encountered.

.3. Reference scaled average bioequivalence approach

More recently, scientists from the FDA working group on highly

ariable drugs proposed the approach of reference scaled aver-
ge bioequivalence (scABER) for the determination of BE in case
f highly variable drugs (Haidar et al., 2008; Haidar, 2006; Davit,
006). This method suggests that if the expected intrasubject vari-
bility of a drug is less than 30% the classic 0.80–1.25 limits should
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e applied. However, for drugs with CVWR exceeding 30% a refer-
nce scaled average BE approach should be used. These suggestions
orrespond to a switching coefficient of variation of CV0 = 30%. It
as proposed that three-period BE studies should be performed

n which the reference product will be administered twice and the
est product once, i.e., the possible sequences are TRR, RTR, and RRT
Haidar et al., 2008). The scABER criterion is described by Eq. (3):

pper/Lower BE limits = exp
[
±ln(1.25) · SWR

SWO

]
(3)

here sWR is the intrasubject variability of the R product and sW0 is
he regulatory standardized variation. It was suggested (Haidar et
l., 2008) that a value of 0.25 should be assigned to sW0 since the lat-
er demonstrates a good balance between a conservative approach
nd a practical one. However, the value of sW0 is lower than the
witching variation (30%), and therefore the BE limits are discon-
inuous at the switching variation value (Endrenyi and Tothfalusi,
007).

In addition, Haidar (2006) proposed a constraint on the point
stimate for the ratio of GMR. Since large deviations of GMR could
e accepted according to the scABER approach it was suggested
hat GMR should be limited to the range of 0.80–1.25. It has been
emonstrated that the point GMR constraint has little impact at

ow CVWR (e.g., 30%) values and its effect becomes more significant
t high CVWR values (e.g., 60%).

. Methods

.1. Simulated BE trials

Various conditions were simulated to compare the performance
f the methods proposed for the determination of BE. Three-period
tudies, in which the reference product is administered twice (TRR,
TR, RRT) to each of the subjects, were considered in order to
imulate the conditions of the proposed semi-replicate design.
dditionally, two-period, two-treatment, crossover bioequivalence
tudies were simulated. In all cases, an equal number of subjects
ere assumed to participate in each sequence. Several sample

izes (N) ranging from 16 to 54 subjects were used to simulate
he conditions of both the classic 2 × 2 and the semi-replicate BE
tudies. Bioequivalence was declared if the 90% CI around the ratio
f the estimated geometric means for the two drug products was
etween the BE limits according to the two-one sided tests pro-
edure (Schuirmann, 1987). The BE limits used in this analysis are
isted in Table 1.

It has been proposed that the approaches of the classic scaled
E limits and scaled average bioequivalence lead to similar results
nd each method can be converted to the other (Tothfalusi et al.,
001). Besides, the use of scaled BE limits is preferable since the

elevant 90% CI can be easily calculated. In case of the scABER
pproach a modified Hyslop model was proposed for statistical
nalysis (Haidar, 2006; Hyslop et al., 2000). However, for the pur-
oses of the current work the scABER method was based on scaled
E limits in accord with Eq. (2). The results derived from this

M

t
d

able 1
ethods for the determination of bioequivalence and the design upon which they applied

ethod Criteria

EL Classic 0.80–1.25 bioequivalence limits
ELr BEL applied to the semi-replicate design
cABER Reference scaled average bioequivalence with sW0 = 0.25
cABERc Reference scaled average bioequivalence with sW0 = 0.30
ELscW A levelling-off scaled BE limit using a Weibull function
ELscWR BELscW using intrasubject variability of the reference formulation
ELscM Mixed model: Unscaled BE limits up to CVW 20% and scaled BE limits w
ELscC Scaled BE limits (k = 1.00) with the additional criterion: 0.80 ≤ GMR ≤ 1
aceutical Sciences 38 (2009) 55–63 57

pproximation method were compared with those from published
ata (Haidar, 2006) and were found almost identical. Nevertheless,
he approximation method has been also successfully applied to
revious studies (Karalis et al., 2004, 2005; Kytariolos et al., 2006).

Log-normal distribution was assumed for the pharmacokinetic
arameter studied. The theoretical intrasubject variability values
pplied to the reference product (CVWR) were 15% 30% 45% and 60%.
he intrasubject variability for the product under evaluation (Test)
as assumed to be equal to CVWR. The variability of the logarithmi-

ally transformed parameters was calculated from the preset CVWR

ccording to the formula: SWR =
√

ln (1 + CV2
WR). The true Geomet-

ic Mean Ratio (GMR0) was gradually changed, from GMR0 = 1.00 to
.70 with increasing step equal to 0.05.

Ten thousand BE trials were simulated under each condition.
he percentage of accepted studies was recorded and power curves
ere constructed by plotting the percentage of acceptance ver-

us GMR0. For the implementation of the simulation framework, a
omputer program was developed in FORTRAN. This program was
alidated prior to use in this study by comparing some of the sim-
lated acceptances with previous published data (Tothfalusi et al.,
001; Tothfalusi and Endrenyi, 2003; Haidar, 2006).

.2. Exposure

This study places particular emphasis to the total human
xposure to drugs, which is expressed as the product sample
ize × periods. For this reason three-dimensional modified power
urves were constructed by plotting the % acceptance versus GMR0
nd all levels of exposure (ranging from 48 to 108).

.3. Mean Relative Difference (MRD%)

The BE limits examined in this work exhibit different proper-
ies; some of them may achieve high percentages of acceptance
t GMR0 = 1 (which is desired) but concomitantly can still show
ncreased % power values at high GMR0 values (GMR0 > 1.25) which

ay lead to high consumer risk (and should be avoided). Therefore,
n “ideal” BE limit should exhibit power values of 100% and 5% at
MR0 equal to 1.00 and 1.25, respectively. A new metric, termed
Mean Relative Difference (MRD%), is introduced in order to quan-
itatively compare the behaviour of the BE limits with the “ideal”
erformance. The MRD% estimate consists of three main elements:
i) the observed % acceptances, P1.00 and P1.25, of the BE limit at GMR
alues equal to 1.00 and 1.25, respectively, (ii) the % acceptances
00 and 5 corresponding to an “ideal” BE limit at GMR equal to 1.00
nd 1.25, respectively, and (iii) the relative difference between the
bserved and the “ideal” percent of acceptances. Therefore, MRD%
s calculated according to the formula:
RD% = 100 · [(P1.00 − 100)/100 + (P1.25 − 5)/5]
2

(4)

The use of the relative differences, between the observed and
he “ideal” % acceptances in Eq. (4), leads to a normalization of the
ifferences which allows their equal participation at both GMR = 1

.

Design Reference

2 × 2 FDA (2001)
3 × 3 Haidar et al. (2008)
3 × 3 Haidar et al. (2008)
3 × 3 Endrenyi and Tothfalusi (2007)
2 × 2 Karalis et al. (2005)
3 × 3 Current study

ith i = 1.116 for CVW >20% 2 × 2 Tothfalusi and Endrenyi (2003)
.25 2 × 2 Tothfalusi et al. (2003)
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nd 1.25. Also, the type of the differences in Eq. (4) permits the dis-
rimination between a possible underestimation at GMR = 1 and an
verestimation at GMR = 1.25. This feature would not be feasible if
he absolute values or a different arrangement of the differences
ad been used in Eq. (4). As long as MRD% values get closer to
ero, the overall performance of the BE limits becomes better, while
egative or positive values correspond to increased producer or
onsumer risk, respectively.
. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 presents power curves simulated by assuming intrasub-
ect variabilities equal to 30, 45, and 60%, while the true GMR ratio
anges from 1.00 to 1.70. The sample size was either set to N = 24

B

ig. 1. Acceptance (%) of bioequivalence studies by six procedures at various ratios of tru
umber of 10,000 studies were simulated at two levels of intrasubject variability (CVW = 3
eriod design in which the reference product is administered twice (TRR, RTR, RRT) to e
esign.
aceutical Sciences 38 (2009) 55–63

r 36. Ten thousand trials were simulated under each condition.
he BE limits depicted on the plot can be summarized into two
ategories:

Bioequivalence limits based on the semi-replicate design which
include the recently proposed scABER approach, the classic
0.80–1.25 limits applied to the semi-replicate design (BELr), the
BELscWR limits which scale with intrasubject variability of the R
product, and a modification of the scABER method to resolve the

discontinuity of BE limits at switching variability values scABERc
(Endrenyi and Tothfalusi, 2007).
BE limits relying on the conventional 2 × 2 design which include
the levelling-off BELscW limit (Karalis et al., 2005) and the classic
0.80–1.25 BE limits (BEL).

e geometric mean ratio (GMR0) assuming N = 24 and 36. Under each condition, a
0% and CVW = 60%). Two different types of study designs were simulated: (i) Three-
ach of the subjects, and (ii) the classic two-period, two-treatment 2 × 2 crossover
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Assuming a sample size of 24 subjects and setting CVW = 30%
Fig. 1A) BELscWR exhibits the highest statistical power when
MR0 = 1 which is followed by scABER, BELscW, scABERc, and BELr.
s expected the classic BEL shows the lowest percentage of accep-

ance. As GMR0 values increase these relative differences among
he limits are retained. When sample size is increased to N = 36
Fig. 1B) the percent acceptance of BE studies rises for all BE limits,
ut the relative performance of the BE limits remains the same.

For higher CVW values, 45% and 60% (Fig. 1C–F), the scABER and
cABERc limits show a much greater probability of declaring bioe-
uivalence when GMR = 1 in comparison to the two levelling-off
caled BE limits (BELscW, BELscWR) and the two classic limits (BEL
nd BELr). Overall, scABER followed by scABERc are the most per-
issive BE limits and they seem to be extremely permissive even at

igh GMR0 values (greater than 1.25). The sW0 value used for scABER
s 0.25, while the sW0 value for scABERc is 0.30; this makes scABER

ore permissive than scABERc (Fig. 1). Regarding the two levelling-
ff limits, BELscWR appears more permissive than BELscW, while
oth show an intermediate behaviour comparing to the two scABER
nd the two classic BE limits.

It should be highlighted that even though scABER and scABERc
xhibit desirable behaviour when the two drug products are truly
ioequivalent (i.e., at GMR0 = 1), they are extremely permissive at
igh GMR values, i.e., in cases where the product under evaluation
iffers by more than 25% from the brand-name product. For exam-
le, assume the case of a highly variable drug with an intrasubject
ariability of 60% and 36 subjects recruited in the BE study (Fig. 1F).
f the two drug products were truly bioequivalent (GMR0 = 1), the
robability of declaring bioequivalence would be equal to 95%,
2%, 26%, 67%, 8% and 51% for scABER, scABERc, BELr, BELscWR,
EL, and BELscW, respectively. Under these conditions, the use of
he classic BE limits (0.80–1.25) yields very low acceptances when
pplied either to the 2 × 2 or the semi-replicate design. BELscW
nd BELscWR exhibit much better performances, while both scABER
nd scABERc achieve in showing an ideal behaviour with very high
ower values. However, when the two drug products differ by 25%
he percent of accepted studies is still high for scABER and scABERc
power values range from 45% to 50%). On the contrary, the power
stimates for BELscW and BELscWR are much lower and close to
5%.

Overall, the use of the semi-replicate design with the BE limits
cABER and scABERc leads to low producer risk estimates which
re much better than the values derived from the classic 2 × 2
esign. However, a non-desired feature of the scABER and scABERc
pproaches is the fact that they are still very permissive even at
ery high GMR values.

The aforementioned comparison does not take into account the
xposure of volunteers to drugs. Although the number of subjects
articipating in each study is the same between the semi-replicate
nd the 2 × 2 design, the total drug exposure is different. Assum-
ng N subjects in each period, the partial replicate 3-way crossover
esign leads to 3*N human exposure, while the 2 × 2 design to a
*N exposure. In other words, a more fair comparison of the per-
ormance of the BE limits should rely on the same extent of human
xposure to drugs.

Fig. 2 illustrates the percentage of accepted BE studies as a
unction of GMR ratio for various levels of exposure. Exposure is
xpressed as the product of sample size by the number of periods
f drug administration. Therefore, these three-dimensional plots
llow a direct comparison of the performance of the BE limits for

everal exposure values and GMR ratios. Two-period crossover sim-
lated studies were performed assuming sample sizes from 24 to
4 subjects and four levels of intrasubject variability: 15%, 30%, 45%,
nd 60%. For the semi-replicate design sample sizes ranging from
6 to 36 were considered. In both cases, the derived exposure esti-

e
a
c
B
e

aceutical Sciences 38 (2009) 55–63 59

ates were from 48 to 108 human × drug administrations. Since
he performance of scABER was very similar to the behaviour of
cABERc and both of them are relying on the semi-replicate design,
he latter was omitted from subsequent analysis for reasons of
implicity.

A general worth noting and merely expected feature is the fact
hat as exposure increases the % acceptance observed for all BE lim-
ts increase but in a different manner (Fig. 2). The % acceptance for
ome BE limits stays almost stable, other show a smooth increase,
hile in other cases a more steep rise becomes evident. This finding

s attributed to the different properties of each BE limit. Scaled BE
imits tend to increase continuously with intrasubject variability,

hile levelling-off limits are extended until a maximum plateau
alue. These inherent properties of the BE limits is the underlying
eason of the different response of the BE limits to the exposure
ncrease.

At low CVW values (CVW = 15%) all methods exhibit almost iden-
ical performance irrespective of the exposure and the GMR value
Fig. 2). Both at GMR0 = 1 and 1.25 all methods show a desired
ehaviour. For the borderline CVW value of 30%, BELscWR and
ELscW show the highest percent acceptances when the two drug
roducts are truly bioequivalent. This feature is more evident at

ow exposure values. As exposure increases the power values of
cABER, BELr, and BEL gradually increase and tend to be similar to
hose of BELscWR and BELscW. It is noteworthy to mention that the
wo levelling-off BE limits (BELscWR and BELscW) exhibit almost
dentical performance even though the first is based on a partial
eplicate 3-way crossover design and the second on the classic 2 × 2
rossover design.

When intrasubject variability was set equal to 45% three main
roups of performance were distinguished (Fig. 2). Method scABER
xhibits the highest percentage of acceptance both at GMR0 = 1
nd 1.25. While the first property is desired, the fact that scABER
esults in high power values when two drugs are different repre-
ents a major concern regarding the consumer risk. The classic BE
imits (BEL and BELr) show an almost identical behaviour; low %
cceptances (equal to 5%) when GMR0 = 1.25, and low probability
f declaring bioequivalence at GMR0 = 1 which tends to increase
teeply as exposure values rise. Besides, the two levelling-off BE
imits exhibit an intermediate behaviour. Both of them are ade-
uately permissive (power values are close to 90%) when the two
rug products are truly bioequivalent, while at high GMR values
oth BELscWR and BELscW appear significantly less permissive
han scABER.

As intrasubject variability becomes higher (CVW = 60%) the
forementioned properties of the BE limits are still present but
he differences between them become more potent (Fig. 2). Three
roups of performance can also be distinguished. Method scABER is
he most permissive BE limit at all GMR0 values. Even though this
s a desired feature for truly bioequivalent drug products, the high
tatistical power at GMR0 values greater than 1.25 leads to concerns
or the consumer risk. On the contrary, BEL and BELr illustrate low
ercentages of acceptance for all GMR0 values. Besides, BELscWR
nd BELscW show an intermediate behaviour; at GMR0 = 1 these
imits are adequately high, while at GMR0 = 1.25 both BELscWR and
ELscW are significantly less permissive than scABER.

Fig. 3 shows the percentage of studies in which BE is declared as a
unction of exposure and GMR0 by applying two different scaled BE
imits: the mixed method (BELscM) and the approach with a “con-
traint” on GMR, BELscC (Tothfalusi and Endrenyi, 2003; Tothfalusi

t al., 2003). For reasons of comparison the classic 0.80–1.25 limit
nd BELscW were also included. In all cases, the classic 2 × 2
rossover design was applied. Al low CVW values (CVW = 15%) BEL,
ELscW, and BELscM show similar performance for all GMR0 and
xposure levels. BELscC is also highly permissive when the two drug
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Fig. 2. Three-dimensional power curves illustrating the acceptance (%) of bioequivalence studies by five procedures at various ratios of true geometric mean ratio (GMR0)
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nd Exposure values ranging from 48 to 108 human × periods. Under each condition,
qual to 15%, 30%, 45%, and 60%). Two different types of study designs were simula
TR, RRT) to each of the subjects, and (ii) the classic two-period, two-treatment 2 ×
sed.

roducts are truly bioequivalent. However, a much steeper decline
n percent acceptance becomes apparent for BELscC when GMR0
eviates from unity.

When intrasubject variability was set equal to 30% BELscM was
he more permissive followed by BELscC, BELscW, and finally by BEL
Fig. 3). This relative ranking was obvious for all GMR0 and exposure
alues. At a higher CVW level (CVW = 45%), the pre-referred ranking
as preserved but the differences in performance among the BE

imits became more evident. Similar findings were also observed

hen intrasubject variability was set equal to 60%. However, it

hould be highlighted that firstly BELscM and secondly BELscC tend
o decline very smoothly as GMR0 increases. This leads to very high
ercent of acceptances at high GMR values especially for BELscM
nd in a lower degree for BELscC.

o
D
s
a

ber of 10,000 studies were simulated at four levels of intrasubject variability (CVW

i) Three-period design in which the reference product is administered twice (TRR,
sover design. See Table 1 for the criteria and the design of each one of the methods

Overall, methods like scABER, BELscM, and BELscC appear very
ermissive at all GMR0 values (Fig. 3). Other approaches, such as
he classic 0.80–1.25 limits applied to the 2 × 2 and partial repli-
ate 3-way crossover designs tend to be too strict for declaring
ioequivalence. Finally, the levelling-off limits exhibit a more con-
ervative behaviour which is characterized by an adequately high
ercent of acceptance at GMR0 = 1 and power values much lower
han scABER and the other scaled BE limits when GMR0 is greater
han 1.25.
In order to quantify the deviations from the ideal behaviour
f the various approaches the concept of percent Mean Relative
ifference (MRD%, Eq. (4)) in BE studies is introduced. MRD% is a

imple index which indicates how close to the ideal behaviour an
pproach lies. The ideal value for MRD% is zero and corresponds
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ig. 3. Three-dimensional power curves illustrating the acceptance (%) of bioequiva
anging from 48 to 108 human × periods. Under each condition, a number of 10,000
ntrasubject variability (CVW equal to 15%, 30%, 45%, and 60%). Four different BE lim
nd the “constrained” approach (BELscC).

o an approach which Exhibits 100% acceptance when the two
rug products are truly bioequivalent (GMR0 = 1) and 5% acceptance
hen GMR0 is equal to 1.25. As MRD% values are deviating from

ero, to negative or positive values, the performance of the BE limit
s becoming poorer.

For the BE limits shown in Figs. 2 and 3, MRD% values were cal-
ulated from Eq. (4). Fig. 4 is a three dimensional plot displaying
he MRD% values as a function of exposure and intrasubject vari-
bility. Visual inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that the recently proposed
cABER limit exhibits a low MRD% value when both exposure and
VW are low. However, there is a rapid increase with exposure and

VW which leads to very high MRD% values. This can be explained
y the fact that scABER shows high % acceptances when GMR0 = 1
hich leads to desired MRD% values, but scABER retains its permis-

iveness at high GMR0 levels, instead of being close to 5%, resulting
n a MRD% increase.

c
1
B

o

studies at various ratios of true geometric mean ratio (GMR0) and Exposure values
eriod, two-treatment crossover design BE studies were simulated at four levels of
presented: the classic 0.80–1.25 BEL, the BELscW, the “mixed” criterion (BELscM),

The classic 0.80–1.25 BE limits (BEL and BELr) exhibit an ideal
erformance when intrasubject variability is low (particularly
hen CVW is lower than 30%) and exposure is high. However, as

ntrasubject variability rises and exposure diminishes both BEL and
ELr tend to reach a MRD% value of −100%. This finding originates

rom the inability of BE limits to prove bioequivalence when two
rugs are truly bioequivalent in case of highly variable drugs.

The opposite behaviour was observed for the two levelling-off
E limits (BELscW, BELscWR). For high intrasubject variability and

ow exposure values BELscWR and BELscW resulted in MRD% values
ery close to zero. As exposure increases and variability declines the

alculated MRD% value of the levelling-off limits reaches a value of
00%, i.e., exactly the opposite value of that observed for BELr and
EL for low exposure and high variability.

It should be mentioned (data not shown) that the performance
f the other scaled BE limits is similar to the scABER, i.e., they exhibit
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional plots of the %Mean Relative Difference (MRD%) versus
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xposure and intrasubject variability (CVW) for three different approaches: scABER,
ELr, and BELscWR. Plots for BEL and BELscW were almost identical to BELr and
ELscWR, respectively, and were omitted for simplicity reasons. See Table 1 for the
riteria and the design of each one of the methods used.

n ideal MRD% value at GMR = 1 but as GMR0 increases the decline
f the power is rather smooth which leads to high percentage of
cceptances and large MRD% values.

A requirement of bioequivalence studies is to use an ade-
uate number of subjects to achieve the necessary statistical
ower and concomitantly to not unnecessarily expose humans to
rugs. In case of highly variable drugs statistical power diminishes
ue to the increased intrasubject variability. A possible solution
o this problem is the use of replicate designs. Recently, sci-
ntists from FDA proposed the use of a semi-replicate design
here the reference product is administered twice and the prod-
ct under evaluation once. This design allows the estimation of

ntrasubject variability (CVWR) of the reference product which
s further used to estimate scaled with CVWR average BE limits.
ccording to the proposed method high statistical power val-
es are derived for all geometric mean ratios of the two drug
roducts. For high intrasubject variability values the % accep-
ance, after applying the proposed scABER method, is always
reater than any other method based on the classic 2 × 2 design
ith the same number of subjects as in the semi-replicate
esign.

However, attention should be paid not only to the number
f subjects but also to the total human exposure to drugs. The
roposed semi-replicate design includes more periods of drug
dministration which result in an increased exposure of humans
o drugs. However, comparisons between different methods should
ake into account the “exposure” factor and any conclusions regard-
ng the suitability of a method should be made after adjusting the
ame exposure among the methods.
In this vein, several BE limits were compared in the current anal-
sis. Overall, it was concluded that the use of the classic 0.80–1.25
E limits is favoured when intrasubject variability is low and expo-
ure is high, i.e., many subjects are recruited. On the other hand,
evelling-off limits succeed in the opposite conditions; they demon-

H

K

aceutical Sciences 38 (2009) 55–63

trate the best overall performance when variability is high and a
imited number of subjects or drug administrations are used. The
ther scaled BE limits, including scABER, BELscM, BELscC, exhibit
lmost ideal properties with high percentages of acceptance when
he two drug products under comparison are similar. However, as
ntrasubject variability increases and the two drug products under
omparison do differ, very high MRD% values are obtained and
heir performances become poor. This finding arises from the inher-
nt properties of scaled BE limits to exhibit high percentages of
cceptance when the two drug products differ significantly. The
evelling-off limits may not show the best performance at all GMR
alues, however, they exhibit the most promising overall behaviour
n case of highly variable drugs.

Finally, it is important to mention that the application of the
eference scaled average bioequivalence approach apart from the
pplication of the 3-period design requires also to: (i) pre-define
he switching variability value (CV0), (ii) set the regulatory stan-
ardized variation (sW0 = 0.25), and (iii) apply the 0.80–1.25 point
MR constraint. Levelling-off scaled BE limits (such as BELscW)
ncompass all (i)–(iii) properties into a single criterion. In addition,
he performance of the levelling-off limits is almost identical when
xposure is the same, irrespectively if they are applied to a repli-
ate or a simple 2 × 2 design. The latter allows the application of
imple crossover designs which do not demonstrate the drawbacks
f the replicate designs such as the recruitment of each subject for
long-time period, the high drop-out rate, and the increased risk
f adverse events.
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